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Visual aids can be defined in two ways: as a picture or a diagram you show learners to help their understanding, or in a broader sense as anything you show learners in a classroom to do this. (https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/visual-aid)

The visual-aids are very helpful things to the teachers. It helps not only the teacher to make teaching easier to them but also it evokes the interest of learners. One of the commonly used visual-aids nowadays is tarpapel. The one way to make tarpapel is using Microsoft excel.

Here are the steps:

Using Microsoft Excel

1. Click the Microsoft Excel
2. Click page layout, click orientation then choose landscape
3. In page layout again choose the size that you want
4. Click zoom out in lower right corner of your computer
5. Click insert, click picture, (choose the picture you want to use in your lesson)
6. Drag the picture
7. Print
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